FRANKLY,
HE’S A HERO
The world of marketing is shiny. It is
a race to the spotlight, a cavalcade
vying for peoples’ attention,
spurred on by the constant natter
of competing brand dialogue. Every
time we look, listen, click, scroll,
watch, or read; marketers are on a
mission to harness our attention.
It feels sinister to position the work
of marketers – or ‘communicators’ in this way. Whilst I may be biased,
I firmly believe that it’s important
for us to consider how interactions
with brands in our everyday lives
can in fact change our lens on life,
albeit disrupting at times. There
is a lot of good to be found in the
burgeoning discipline of marketing
and communications, if you dig a little
deeper.
It seems like a fairly typical line from
someone like me, the Communications
and Marketing Manager for the St
Vincent de Paul Society Victoria, but
let me share with you a little story that
proves my case.

Late last year, less than two months
into my job, I made ties with Victoria’s
Soup Van Operations Manager,
Danusia Kaska. I was tasked with
helping Danusia to organise a
celebration for the 40-year anniversary
of the Fitzroy Soup Van and very
quickly, she welcomed me into the
unique world of Victoria’s Soup Vans
and our beloved ‘Vannie’ volunteers.
As part of this special milestone, it
was my job to amplify the stories of

people who had made an enormous
personal contribution to the service
over time. So I got to work – sourcing
the required ingredients for a media
launch and jumping on the phone
to meet the people behind our Soup
Vans.
It was at this time that I met a chap by
the name of Frank Mullins, Australia’s
longest serving Soup Van volunteer,
who has dedicated over 40-years of
his life to empowering people in need
on the streets of Melbourne – one cup
of soup at a time.
Pun intended, Frank is frank. At
78-years-young, he calls a spade
a spade and knows exactly why he
travels over 2-hours from Anglesea to
Melbourne every Thursday to do his
weekly run on the Van; quite simply,
because he feels blessed to be able
to give his time, energy and love to
people in need.
I noticed something special about
Frank, something I see again
and again with many Vincentians
connected to the Society, in that he
was a hero to people who needed him;
but largely oblivious to this fact. He
exuded a sense of ingrained gratitude
and modesty that is rarely ever seen
or treasured in today’s world, due to
its subtleties.

To me, Frank’s story was one
in a million; he had 40-years of
anecdotes and personal insights
into the issue of homelessness
just waiting to be shared, but to
do so was going to take a large
leap of faith on his part. Not in a
million years, would Frank ever
seek recognition or credit for
the good work that comes so
naturally to him.
And he’s not alone. All our
volunteers rarely (if ever)
seek publicity for the work
they do. Yet ever so quietly,
they are changing lives every
day. Having meaningful
conversations; restoring
peoples’ purpose; delivering
material aid; fostering education
– the list is endless. Frank was
a shining example of this.

Seeing Frank in action was
really special. When he greeted
people on the street, it was
like seeing someone catching
up with an old friend. He also
had a knack of building up the
younger Vannies and mobilising
everyone to get the job done,
always with a smile and quick
bite of a vegemite sandwich.
The Soup Van run was clearly
Frank’s favourite turf.
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To me, Frank’s story
was one in a million;
he had 40-years
of anecdotes and
personal insights
into the issue of
homelessness just
waiting to be shared,
but to do so was
going to take a large
leap of faith on his
part. Not in a million
years, would Frank
ever seek recognition
or credit for the good
work that comes so
naturally to him.

To my delight, he agreed to
share his story. Danusia, the
caring mother hen of our Soup
Vans, gave her blessing too.
So we engaged a production
team and spent a night on the
van with Frank, capturing his
journey. His story is available
to be viewed on the national
VinniesAU YouTube page.

Having the opportunity to share
Frank’s story with the rest of
the world was a bit scary; how
on earth could 3-minutes of film
do justice to his life’s work? We
gave it a go and it just so turns
out, the rest of the world loved
Frank too. Just by sharing his
story, Frank has managed to
make his personal impact go
even further.
On the Vinnies Australia
Facebook page, the story
reached over 80,000 people
and over a third of those
people shared it with their own
networks too. Their comments
indicated that it had moved
them to a higher sense of
gratitude and understanding
for the work of ‘people like
Frank’ and Vinnies volunteers.
Overwhelmingly, people of all

ages said ‘thank you’, which is
a rare exchange of unfiltered
gratitude for brands online.
The film was also a primary
marketing resource for the
Vinnies CEO Sleepout in
Victoria, which helped to
recruit 204 participants and
raise over $680,000 for people
experiencing homelessness.
Frank’s video was a trigger for
learning more about the plight
of people living rough and
the depth of compassion that
Vinnies services provide.
The film has been aired at other
Vinnies events too and each
time, people are moved beyond
words and often to tears. This, I
feel, is something we just can’t
measure in numbers.
The impact of Frank’s story
has continued all year. It was
selected to be shown at the
Heart of Gold International
Short Film Festival in Gympie
in October 2016. It was also
awarded a Bronze medal at
the coveted Mumbrella BEFest
Awards in November in the Best
use of a Small Budget category
– which is a nice hat tilt to the
fact that as a not-for-profit (the
only one recognised at the
awards), we are challenged
to tell compelling stories with
infinitely smaller budgets and
less resources than big brands.
Challenge accepted I say. Our
stories at Vinnies are about real
people and have real impact.
Finding meaningful stories
and turning them into artefacts
such as Frank’s film allows us
to distil and communicate the
true scale of our organisation’s
social impact. That’s why you’ll
be seeing some more stories
from us over the next 12
months, which reflect the work
of #VinniesHeroes.
It is what will help us to
recruit the next generation of
volunteers and raise the money
we need to remain a viable
not-for-profit, in an increasingly
competitive space. So please,
join us on this journey, and
share your story about
#VinniesHeroes too.
Email media@svdp-vic.org.au

